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1. Introduction

Railway has played a decisive role in building an
environment-friendly and energy-efficient transportation sys-
tem in the past several decades. However, despite its proven
safety and efficiency, the railway infrastructure system, includ-
ing tracks, turnouts, tunnels, and bridges, still suffers from
many problems, which are illustrated in Figure 1. In total, the
European countries allocated more than 25 billion EUR annu-
ally for the maintenance and renewal of the railway system [20].

To cope with these potential crises, railway digitization has
been deployed to enhance the availability, resilience, and per-
formance of the holistic large-scale railway infrastructure sys-
tems. Spanish National Railway, Renfe, and the cross-channel
operator, Eurostar, have already successfully applied methods
for digital predictive maintenance in practice and benefited sig-
nificantly from it [13]. DT plays a transformative role in how
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Fig. 1. Typical sources of failure of the railway infrastructure system

we operate intelligent railway systems. The modern DT system,
assisted with the Internet of Things (IoT), cloud computing and
big data analytic technology, can build a virtual platform with
high fidelity for operational monitoring, diagnosis, and prog-
nosis of the complex railway infrastructure system. For exam-
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Abstract

Railway is crucial for a sustainable transportation system. Digitization of the railway infrastructure system has a proven impact on improving its
resilience and efficiency while reducing the overall cost. The increased digitization of railway infrastructure systems provides a solid basis for the
realization of a digital twin (DT), which can continuously merge different sources of data and diverse models for monitoring, diagnostics, and
prognostics to optimize railway performance. However, the railway infrastructure system is sophisticated and consists of a series of subsystems,
including turnouts, tunnels, vehicles, etc. Current researches mainly focus on the DT application of the single subsystem, but the comprehensive
communication and interactions between diverse railway infrastructure subsystems remain a largely under-explored domain. Aiming to fill the
gap, this research introduces a conceptual architecture to develop a DT platform to seamlessly integrate and automatically link digital models
and data of different subsystems into a holistic large-scale railway infrastructure system. The model cooperation frameworks, communication
approaches and visualization toolbox are presented in this work. One typical use case of the platform will also be implemented and discussed. It
is expected that this research will shed new light on the sustainable development of the holistic large-scale railway infrastructure system.
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ple, Ahmadi et al. [1] proposed an approach to implement DT
for operational monitoring and controlling in electric railway
power systems. In another example, Kaewunruen et al. [9] sug-
gested a Building Information Modelling (BIM) technology-
based DT for the life cycle cost estimation and maintenance vi-
sualization of the railway turnout systems. These works demon-
strate that railway infrastructure subsystems can derive great
benefit from existing numerical models and analytical method-
ologies. However, the railway infrastructure system is sophis-
ticated and consists of a large quantity of subsystems, which
operate cooperatively and interactively to determine the state of
the holistic system. In currently developed DT systems, little
attention was paid to efficient interactions and communication
between diverse models of the infrastructure subsystems. Due
to the ever-rising complexity of these subsystems, a novel DT
platform that can seamlessly integrate and automatically link
digital models and data of individual subsystems into a holistic
large-scale system is needed urgently.

A conceptual model-based DT platform, denoted as the Rail
for Future Platform (R4F Platform), is presented in this paper
to fill this gap. Referring to the Reference Architectural Model
Industrie 4.0 (RAMI 4.0) [8], it can combine all elements of
the holistic railway infrastructure system in a layered model, in
which complex interrelations can be broken down into smaller
and simpler clusters. With the R4F Platform, different railway
infrastructure assets can be automatically and efficiently inte-
grated, and a continuous flow of reliable and meaningful in-
formation throughout the entire life span of different railway
infrastructure subsystems can be ensured. Moreover, R4F Plat-
form may also lay an essential basis for the design of a virtual
assessment platform as a universally applicable solution for dig-
itized railway systems in the future.

This paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, related re-
searches on DT and its application in railway infrastructure sys-
tems are reviewed. Section 3 analyzes the mandatory and ex-
pected requirements for the proposed platform, and presents an
overview of the R4F Platform. Furthermore, a use case for the
prediction of rail track geometry is implemented. Finally, Sec-
tion 4 presents the conclusions and future work.

2. Related Work

NASA’s Apollo space program first introduced the twin
concept, then the theory of digital twin was introduced by
Grieves [7] in 2003. He proposed a digital twin prototype for
a Product Lifecycle Management system, and pointed out that
the DT needs to focus on the data connection between the phys-
ical entity and the virtual model in the application. After that,
the digital twin technology has experienced exponential growth.
In [14], the 8-dimension model for the development and oper-
ation of digital twins for technical systems and services is de-
scribed. Furthermore, the six design elements of digital twins
are specified, which include concepts of digital master and dig-
ital shadow as preliminary stages to digital twin.

The DT application in the railway infrastructure system is
still in its infancy. Kaewunruen et al. [9] has built the world’s
first 6D DT-aided model for life cycle management of a rail-
way turnout system based on BIM technology by integrating
data across the whole life cycle into a big data-sharing plat-

form. However, the development of data-related functions such
as smart maintenance was not mentioned. Kampczyk et al. [10]
also applied DT to status monitoring for railway turnout sys-
tems. They analyzed and verified the health condition of the
railway turnout systems with the cyclic data provided by an es-
tablished DT model and used it to connect to other intelligent
devices to share the information. Ye et al. [17] has successfully
applied the DT to smart maintenance of railway subsystems
such as bridges. They carried out real-time structural health
monitoring of two bridges in Staffordshire, UK, by linking the
measurement data to the DT model. Zhang et al. [19] developed
a DT-based framework for fault diagnosis and real-time health
status monitoring of railway point machines by analyzing the
electric current waveform and magnitude. These works mainly
focus on the single railway infrastructure subsystem. In order to
build a holistic infrastructure DT system, one needs to integrate
the models and data from different subsystems properly.

Model integration and synchronization in DT systems have
been pioneered by several investigations. Eckhart et al. [4]
proposed a passive state replication approach to solve the syn-
chronization problems in which the DT system was fed with
a stimulus constituted by the inputs of the physical system.
However, there are some limitations, as their approach could
lead to the loss of some essential data of the physical system
during the passive state replication process, which may affect
the fidelity of the DT system. In addition, Seongjin et al. [18]
proposed a novel structure of the DT platform named univer-
sal Digital Twin (uDiT). They designed an object management
group and data distribution-based communication middleware
that can easily support any entities to share data in different for-
mats and applied it to an autonomous driving system.

As is seen from the reported work, DT has already been ap-
plied in smart maintenance of some railway infrastructure sub-
systems. However, comprehensive communication and effec-
tive interaction between diverse railway subsystems have rarely
been studied. This presented study aims to fill the gap. The R4F
Platform - the first of its kind - is designed, which may integrate
the data and models of the different subsystems automatically
to build a fully connected and digitized holistic infrastructure
system.

3. R4F Platform Design

In this section, we analyze the requirements of the platform,
based on which we designed a conceptual model-based digi-
tal twin for the holistic large-scale railway infrastructure: R4F
Platform. Finally, a use case of the R4F Platform for prediction
of track geometry is presented.

3.1. Requirement Analysis

We carried out a questionnaire among our industrial part-
ners (OEBB, Wiener Linien, etc.). Based on the results of
the questionnaire, the following requirements for preparing,
processing and evaluating the proposed R4F Platform get
defined. The requirements are based on the demands of a single
DT as well as the prerequisite of an efficient model and data
integration process. To distinguish the importance of different
requirements, each of them is marked with either a letter
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(M), which means “mandatory”, or a letter (E), which means
“expected”.

Compatibility (M): The compatibility refers to the platform’s
ability to access, integrate and analyze the data and models
from various subsystems. Standardized file formats and
vocabulary should be defined so that any subsystem can be
mapped, dynamically interacted with, and well connected in
the platform. Compatibility is an essential characteristic of
the proposed R4F Platform, as it can directly influence the
platform’s efficiency and consistency.
Synchronization (M): The platform will require the physical
entities of different integrated subsystems to be characterized
and managed along the same time-axis with a unified data
format. These data include the geometry, state, attribute, and
internal mechanism of the subsystems, which form a digital
virtual mapping of the real-time state of the physical entities.
Reliability (M): The proposed platform requires a reliability
assessment system, in which the system can supervise the states
of the components of the platform and make corresponding
adjustments. With the help of the reliability assessment system,
the platform can run smoothly despite disruptions.
Fidelity (M): The fidelity of the platform describes the
proximity of the integrated model and the physical entity. It is
required that the integrated model maintains a high degree of
proximity of the geometry, state, phase, tense, etc. High fidelity
is the prerequisite for the development of its future functions.
Expandability (E): The proposed platform should have
sufficient expandability to add and integrate new sub-models. It
should also allow modifying or replacing existing sub-models
and functionalities. Lacking expandability can cause problems
for the maintenance and reusability of the platform.
Interactivity (M): The interactivity refers to not only the
interaction between the users and the platform, but also the
interaction between the designers and the platform, as well as
between the physical models and the platform. A closed loop
should be built based on the above-mentioned interactions,
which may help the platform be updated and improved.
Real Time (E): The platform should make a prompt response
to real-time input data to analyze the emergent problems and
give corresponding solutions. The platform tracks the changes
as versions and ensures consistent behaviour of simulations in
their lifecycle.

3.2. Overview of the Platform

In the following section, a conceptual model-based DT
structure for the holistic large-scale railway infrastructure
grounded on the requirements mentioned in Section 3.1 will be
presented. The proposed platform is built based on the demands
of our European industrial partners in the R4F project. Thus, it
is designed to be operation-oriented and aims to be compatible
with the Technical Specifications for Interoperability (TSIs)
from the European Union Agency for Railways (ERA) [3]. The
proposed R4F Platform framework can be summarized into
six layers: asset layer, integration layer, infrastructure layer,
function layer, visualization layer and interaction layer (see
Fig. 2).

Asset Layer
Based on the available models and data from our industrial

partners, the asset layer is proposed to include all the exist-
ing assets to be fed into the platform. And it is possible to
incorporate other potential assets. Three kinds of assets are
mainly considered due to their different nature: physically-
based numerical models, measurement data and data-based
machine learning models. The measurement data derives from
various measuring systems in the railway ecosystem. Since
the railway ecosystem is long-lived, all measurements have to
be contextualized with the time of measurement. In general,
providing context and metadata to the measurement data allows
for more extensive applications. Besides, measurement data
only covers the past and can not predict the future. Numerical
and machine learning models based on measurement data
can enrich the input assets and, at the same time, save time
and cost. More importantly, these models can also be used
for prediction. The prediction can be based on the historical
measurement data or a completely new subsystem model. Both
are approximations and therefore have to include the model’s
fidelity so that the platform can calculate the total fidelity out
of the sub-simulations. The model’s fidelity will be controlled
by the Data Owner and Asset Provider based on the feedback
from the Asset Integrator, which will be exemplified by the
following use case in Section 3.3. However, protocols of how
they are built and used have to be included in a way that the
platform can interpret them. A standard model like SysML
is supposed to be applied, as SysML fulfills the international
standard ISO/IEC/IEEE 42010 for the systems architecture
description. It is widely used for model requirements, behavior,
structure and parametric of complex systems, which may
include software, hardware, data or data other components of
human-made and natural systems [5].

Integration Layer
The integration layer manages the import and integration of

models to the R4F Platform. Together with the infrastructure
layer, it instantiates and executes simulations that are defined
at the function layer. This approach is also known as system
simulation. In particular, when different domain-specific
solvers, models, and tools are integrated into one common
simulation, this is known as cooperative simulation, or in short,
co-simulation [6]. Co-simulation methods were advanced
significantly during the last decade, including modeling, cou-
pling algorithms, and (structural) integration methods [2, 15].
The Functional Mock-up Interface (FMI) represents the most
important interoperability standard. It is maintained as a
Modelica Association standard, and its most recent version
is FMI 2.0.3 [12]. FMI defines a software interface for co-
simulation, effectively contributing to interoperability between
models and tools. Its companion standard, the Distributed
Co-Simulation Protocol (DCP) [11], is a compatible platform
and communication medium independent standard for the
integration of models or real-time systems into simulation
environments. Therefore, we propose to use FMI as a standard
in the platform for model integration. The physically-based
models can be integrated with FMI. However, it may need
an additional effort, as the platform has to provide a data
integration functionality separated but interoperable with FMI.
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Fig. 2. The R4F Platform landscape

This functionality will provide interfaces for simple data
transformation, data transfer between models, data transport
between platforms, and storage management of the data. In
the data integration section, due to the immense complexity of
the holistic railway system, it is hard to deliver all real-time
data and synchronize them in reality. However, the platform
should be able to respond as quickly as possible to new assets
and initiate new calculations. After that, the raw data will
be processed, such as data interpolation, data interception,
data synchronization, etc. The processed data will be stored
in a standard data exchange format like Industry Foundation
Classes (IFC) format and railway mark-up language (RailML)
format to ensure efficient and consistent railway modeling and
the compatibility of the platform. Independent from the type
of structural integration, the integration layer enables data or
model providers to keep track and manage their contributions.
That means they maintain full ownership and responsibility.

Infrastructure Layer
The infrastructure layer, or execution and communication

layer, is responsible for running simulations on the underlying
hardware and controlling the simulation pipelines defined by
the asset integrators and providers. It relies on the interfaces
defined at the integration layer, the pipelines defined in the
function layer, and the infrastructure configuration provided on
its own layer. There are various ways to run sub-simulations:
i) Simulations are containerized with an FMI interface and are
run as a container on the platform as the pipeline is called; ii)
They are not containerized but within an FMI interface and run
in the same company’s ecosystem; iii) They are data-model
based with or without an FMI and are run within the same

company’s ecosystem; iv) They can only be run externally via
another R4F Platform by connecting to the other infrastructure
layer. Besides, the infrastructure layer also provides a remote
rendering function for the visualisation process, a Key Perfor-
mance Indicator (KPI) System for the reliability assessment,
and serves as a data bank.

Function Layer
In the function layer, the expected usages of the R4F

Platform are listed and defined. The pipelines, as mentioned
earlier, and the input variables are managed within this layer.
While the integration layer is responsible for managing assets,
this layer is responsible for managing the whole simulation
flows defined in the pipelines. The most critical aspect of
this layer is the ability to integrate new simulation pipelines,
provide life cycles for them and query the data and models by
timestamps to ensure the synchronization requirement. Input
to this layer is provided by the user through the visualization
layer or directly by the asset integrators. For details, see the
interaction layer.

Visualization Layer
The visualization layer provides users with a holistic system

for exploring and understanding the data and simulation results
available in the R4F Platform. Spatial (3D) and non-spatial
(numeric, quantitative) information will be combined with
techniques such as multiple coordinated views using linking,
brushing and overlay visualizations. The variations in the scale
of railway infrastructure can be addressed with techniques like
semantic zooming, where different data is shown for different
zoom levels qualitatively. A visual programming approach
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for simulation steering has been used in the context of flood
simulation [16]. Based on this approach we want to allow do-
main experts to use visual programming for simulation design
and configuration, providing easy-to-use dashboards for other
users. Specialized visualization like heat maps and parallel
coordinates in combination with overviews, details on demand,
zooming, and filtering will allow users to analyze the data
visually. They will also be able to compare different simulation
runs and study the sensitivity of simulation parameters.

Interaction Layer
The interaction layer illustrates the user interaction with

the platform and assures the interactivity of the platform.
On a simplified view, there can be four major roles which
interact with the platform. Users are the experts that can
interpret simulation results and define actions according to
the outcome. They give feedback on what simulations they
need and what outcomes are of interest to them. The graphical
user interface for this group needs to be simple and intuitive.
The Asset Integrator picks up that feedback and creates or
adapts the simulation pipelines to the user’s needs. This may
also include the organization and management of parts of the
infrastructure like allocation of licenses and interaction with
Asset Providers to integrate or update models in the platform.
Therefore, the Asset Integrator has to be an expert within the
simulation domain and a manager for the platform. The Asset
Integrator has access to more complex visual tools like visual
programming for adapting simulation pipelines. The Asset
Providers supply the platform with models and data. They are
experts in their domain who develop and maintain models.
To do so, they use the data provided by Data Owners. Data
Owners are the owners of the data as legal identity. They may
also own the models developed by the Asset Provider. This
user-centric approach should ensure that only models that are
needed and used by the Users are integrated.

This holistic railway infrastructure system is sophisticated.
The stability and performance of the whole system cannot be
determined by each single subsystem but by the interaction of
various subsystems. Integrating the subsystems into one holistic
system creates added value that exceeds the sum of its parts.
Based on existing models and data, a use case that demonstrates
the integration of vehicle and track subsystem is shown in the
next section.

3.3. Case Study: A R4F Platform Application for Prediction of
Track Geometry

Track geometry may directly influence the safety of the en-
tire railway infrastructure system. However, due to the long-
term wear and tear of the track, it is hard to predict the lifetime
of the track in use. This subsection introduces a smart main-
tenance process of the railway track as one application of the
R4F Platform by studying the interaction between the vehicle
and track subsystems with the integration of numerical and ma-
chine learning models, as shown in Fig. 3. Starting from the
Integration Layer 1� the problems and possible solutions of the
railway track system are defined by Users (Railway Operators).
Based on feedback from Users, the Asset Integrator will create
the integration pipelines and provide them to the function layer

and manage corresponding licenses of various software. After-
ward, the Asset Integrator will demand and check the models
and data from the Data Owner, who is the legal owner of As-
sets. Three assets are listed in our case with their respective pa-
rameters in Asset Layer 2�. The measurement data refers to the
vertical deformation of the track geometry, which will be col-
lected through measurement cars. Then, the measurement data
will be fed to the Vehicle and Track Interaction (VTI) model
and RNN model as input. The VTI model refers to a numeri-
cal model that considers the discrete support of elastic rails. It
can use the processed measurement data of the track geometry
as input, and it predicts the development of vertical track de-
formation. The RNN model is a machine learning model that
can be fed with processed measurement data and keep iterating
based on the proximity of the model. The finally trained RNN
model can make precise predictions about the geometry and life
cycle of the track, which may enrich the dataset of the track sub-
model. In 3�, all the data and models with initialized parameters
are integrated within the integration layer into the platform via
their respective interfaces. Then the integrating process is gen-
erated, and all these assets will be stored in the graph database.
Every simulation path must have its own validated graph, which
is created by SysML models. The graph is then transformed into
a pipeline which is responsible for the execution of the defined
workflow. After that, simulations are carried out in the virtual
machines, and the simulation results are written to a data stor-
age. Based on the user-defined output functions, the simulation
results are visualized at the visualization layer in 4� (see Fig. 3).

4. Conclusion and Future Work

Digital Twin brings digital and automation technology to the
traditional railway infrastructure system to make it more re-
silient, reliable, and intelligent. The application of DT in the
railway infrastructure system shows a manifold potential, but
different models need to be efficiently integrated into a holistic
platform for wide use.

In this paper, a conceptual model-based digital twin plat-
form that aims to integrate measurement data, numerical mod-
els, and machine learning models from different railway subsys-
tems into a holistic large-scale railway infrastructure platform
is proposed for the first time. The R4F Platform may ensure that
reliable and valuable data can continuously flow throughout the
whole life span of the holistic system and its subsystems, which
may help build a fully connected and digitized railway infras-
tructure system. We first identify the crucial requirements of
the R4F Platform to define its essential characteristics, which
ensures that the platform works consistently and reliably. After
that, a 6-Layer based architecture of the proposed R4F Platform
is presented. The R4F Platform will be exploited for problem
diagnosis, predictive maintenance, condition monitoring, and
some other cases based on user demand. Furthermore, corre-
sponding visualization processes and techniques will provide
added value to the platform users.

The presented study outlines a broad spectrum of conceptual
architecture for an entirely virtual validation platform for the
integration of model and data of railway infrastructure subsys-
tems. The R4F Platform is still under development, and it plays
an instructive and essential role in the R4F project. More use
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cases shall be integrated into this platform to validate its relia-
bility and fidelity in future publications. Visualization research
will be conducted according to the principles of user-centered
design and improved iteratively based on the properties of avail-
able data and the feedback of domain scientists.

Consequently, the establishment of the above-mentioned
conceptual R4F Platform is a major part of the recently started
R4F research program. It will provide plenty of opportunities
for future work, pushing sustainable development of the holis-
tic large-scale railway infrastructure system.
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